
Overview
___________________________________________________________

• Just when you thought you were 

done….Milestones of adolescent 

development

• The challenges of anxiety and stress

• Key skills for youth

• What a parent can do!



What’s your empty 

nest dream?



How do we get to your 

dream…

The long and winding road of 

development



Developmental keys

• Emotional changes are expected and 

normal

• Cognitive maturation level sets the 

stage….

• Tasks of development trigger emotional 

reactions
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Anxiety: Developmental Progression

Common Fears 

• Preschool: Imaginary Objects/situations

– Dark, sleeping alone, small animals, unfamiliar persons

• Grade School: Health/harm, Scrutiny/Competence

– Doctors & dentists, thunderstorms, taking tests, oral reports

• Adolescence: Social adequacy, Performance

– Being focus of attention, being wrong in front of others, 
rejection, humiliation, failing to achieve



Why does anxiety increase 

throughout adolescence?
___________________________________________________________

• Complex social cognitive skills develop  

• Social comparison skills are formulated  

• Peer-group approval becomes important

• Academic demands increase

• Independent social functioning is expected with 

greater frequency

• Puberty x environment interaction

• “Next steps” happen continuously and often 

concurrently



How do we address stress and anxiety 
in the transition from high school to 

young adulthood?

Transition to adulthood: Mid/late teens to 
late twenties

Main milestones of development:

• Independence

• Identity

• Responsibility

• Socialization



Independence
• Establish at age appropriate levels

• Emotional independence from parents

• Behavioral independence from parents

• Eventual financial independence 

• Lives independently

• Formulate and engage in long-term education 

and vocational goals



Identity

• Self-identity

• Sexual Identity

• Cultural Identity



Responsibility

• Control personal self-care

• Control personal medical/health care

• Complete educational requirements

• Manage money responsibly



Socialization

• Make and keep long term 

friendships

• Form romantic relationships

• Maintain family relationships
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Keys to teach 

adolescents/young adults 

and their caretakers:

Learn the difference between 

anxiety the  Friend and 

anxiety the Foe



Recognizing anxious states



Anxiety the Friend

• Apprehension…activates self-protection

– In the immediate sense, designed to alert us to, and 

protect us from, danger that is upon us

– Fight or flight: keeps us safe from harm; aka the 

stress response or the fear reaction



Activating Fight or Flight



Apprehension about the future:  

Worry 



Anxiety the Foe
• Apprehension…always  present and 

unrelenting

– Fight or flight occurs seemingly without a reason

– Worrying never ends….and life is filled with 

negative “What if’s…..”



When is Anxiety a clinical problem? 

• Impairing emotion • Anxiety/Stress Disorder
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After age 11: Adolescent Angst!
• Transitions!

• Increased expectations!

• New environments!

• The world at large!

• Greater independence!

• Past history of anxiety!



When do anxiety and stress 
become problematic?

• Avoidance/Disruption

• Interferes with functioning
(not facing developmental challenges)

• Distress

• Duration



What can a parent do?



Alfred Adler

“You can love a child all you wish, but you 

must not make him dependent.  You owe it 

to the child to let him function as an 

independent being, and you must begin 

training him from the very beginning to do 

this.  If a child gains the impression that his 

parents have nothing to do but to be at his 

beck and call, he gains a false idea of love.”

In The Pattern of Life (1930), page 148.



Recognize the Role of Modeling in 

Learning

• Many behaviors can be observed by watching 

you/others (modeling)

– Fear reactions

– Aggression

– Altruism

– Moral behavior

– Academic tasks

– Coping and calming

• The list can go on and on……



Don’t Step into the Negative 

Reinforcement Trap

Parent:  

Mike, please send an email asking for the internship.

Mike:  

I can’t right now.

I’m too stressed, you don’t get it!

I have too much to do!

LEAVE ME ALONE!

Teen storms away, slams door, isolates self. . . . 
• From Rex L. Forehand



And on it goes . . . 

• Parent gives in . . .

– “Okay, I’ll do this for you, but next time you 

have to do this on your own.”

• Outcome:

– Mike’s stress and acting out behavior is 

REINFORCED because his parent gave in and 

covered for him.



Anxiety and Development 

Impact of escape:
– remembers situation at the  height of 

upset

– prevents learning to calm self

– no experience of mastery

– escape is reinforced

– development may be stalled

Escape

Adapted from Chansky (2004)

Independence

Identity

Responsibility

Socialization



How do you undo 

anxiety?



Anxiety-provoking situations are a part 

of everyday life
• Peers, peers, and peers

• Interviews (college, work)

• Speaking in class/groups

• Elections

• Unstructured social 
situations (e.g., parties)

• Meeting unfamiliar people

• Initiating or maintaining 
conversations

• Being alone

• Boredom

• Separations

• The unexpected (e.g., 
elections)

• Assertive behavior

• Taking to authority figures

• Conflict (e.g., elections)

• Taking tests (class, SATs)

• Making independent decisions

• Being wrong (e.g., elections)

• Dating

• Performance situations

• Being the center/focus of 
attention

• Bad news (e.g., elections)

• Being observed by others

• Multitasking



Treating Anxiety 

Medication

• SSRI’s

– Sertraline (Zoloft©)

Psychological Treatment

• Examining thoughts & feelings

• Education about emotions

• Involving parents and schools

• Homework

• Facing fears

• Therapist as a coach



Gold Standard: CBT / The Coping Cat

• Psychoeducation

• Somatic Management

• Skills training

• Age-appropriate cognitive restructuring

• Exposure “STIC” Tasks

Kendall (1994); Kendall et al. (1997)



Understand the Core of Your Child’s Anxiety

• Anxiety-provoking situations WILL invariably 

lead to:

– Embarrassment

– Humiliation/Rejection

– Loss of control

– Catastrophe or harm

– Loss of social status

– Death/Physical Illness



#1 Principle to undo anxiety:

• The Premack Principle
– High frequency behaviors serve to 

reinforce low frequency behaviors

• Grandma’s Rule:  “You can’t get your 
ice cream until you finish your 
spinach!”

• e.g., Homework not completed= no 
computers/tv/gameboy

• e.g., Set daily achievable goal = 
self reward
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Avoidance in Anxiety

Nervous, 

self-doubt

Froze, put it off, 

told my parents I 

already studied

Studying for a 

test in a 

subject I’m 

not good in.

Choose to 

avoid the 

problem

Reduces distress 

immediately. Then 

makes problem 

worse



Parent gives in to tantrum, 
fear

Impact of escape/rescue:

• remembers situation at the 
height of fear

• prevents habituation

• no experience of mastery

• escape is reinforced

1st step4th step

8th step

Impact of exposure:

• remembers success that allows 
habituation

• learns anxiety passes on its 
own

• willing to approach increasingly 
challenging situations

• feeling of mastery

• reinforcement for hanging inFrom Chansky (2004)

#2 Principle to undo anxiety: Stop 
Avoiding



Parent Visualization

 “Close your eyes, clear your 

mind, relax….now imagine your 

child at (next big step:  attending 

a party without you; college or 

job interview).  You are not with 

him.  Watch him and listen.  

What do you see?  What is he 

doing?  How does he sound?”



What is most difficult 
for parents?

 Letting the child 
struggle
 Mistakes promote 

learning and mastery

 Fear that “situation X 
is too important to 
fail”

 Parental 
“overprotection trap”
 Limits progression 

through developmental 
steps



Mindfully Keeping Calm

Goal:  Develop tolerance of normal, expected 

levels of anxiety; engage in healthy habits

Deep breathing

Progressive Muscle Relaxation

Mindfulness exercises

Yoga

Exercise

Sleep hygiene



Cognitive Challengers for Older 

Children/Teens

• How would an objective observer view this 
situation?

• What alternative explanations are there for this 
situation?

• What if you saw a friend struggling . . . What 
would you think or do?



Exposure:  Key to Learning

Goals:

 Provide experience performing in and 

managing difficult situations

 Practice and refine cognitive, social, 

somatic management, and problem 

solving skills

Refute anxious thoughts

Habituation to anxiety

Tolerate anxiety



Critical for managing anxiety:

Practice, practice, practice! aka EXPOSURE

and

NORMALIZE THE ANXIETY



Sample Exposure:  Assertiveness 

• Topic:  Your roommate keeps leaving the room 

really messy. You’ve asked her to clean up once 

already. 

– Goals

– State my position without apologizing

– Maintain eye reasonable eye contact

– Keep a conversational tone for myself

– Agree to disagree



Mission is Possible Task: 

Meet the Professor

• Your mission, if you decide to accept it (and if you don’t, you’re 
avoiding) is to complete the following assignment:

• Gary:  You’ve thought about maybe XXX college but haven’t 
talked to anyone there as yet. Dr. Roy is on the faculty there and 
expecting you at 10 am on Thursday at her office (see attached 
directions) and will answer any questions and give you guidance.  
Bring your transcripts. Think about what you want to ask and 
what you want Dr. Roy to know about you.

• What to do? Examine BEFORE you go out what it is you’re 
thinking and fearing.  CHALLENGE those thoughts with realistic, 
coping-focused thoughts.  AFTER you are finished in the 
situation, come to CUCARD and let’s find out what happened!



8th grade to 9th grade goals

Situation                             Goal Achieved?

Asking the teacher for extra help to discuss a grade No

Asserting myself with a teacher in the classroom No

Asking a friend to do a sleepover Yes

Going to the doctor’s on my own for annual exam No

Getting to know 1 or 2 new people in my class Yes

Sitting with other students at lunch No

Joining an after school club or activity Yes

Calming myself down when upset by someone or something No

Using public transportation on my own to get to school No

Getting up on time by myself Yes



11th to 12th Grade Goals

Situation                             Goal Achieved?

Going to a college interview out of  town on my own No

Asserting myself with a teacher No

Planning, buying and making my own meals for the month Yes

Going to the doctor’s on my own Yes

Arranging for my own transportation to an in-town event Yes

Handling my own checking account Yes

Calling to arrange an interview (job, college or internship) Yes

Doing my own laundry Yes

Taking driving lessons No

Getting my driver’s permit Yes



PROBLEM: What’s the problem?

PURPOSE: What’s my goal?

PLANS: What are some plans?

PREDICT & PICK: Which is the best plan?

PAT ON THE BACK: How did it work?

The 5 Ps of Problem Solving



Teen Values & Morals

• Questioning values & practices of the 

primary family is normal

• Greater independence & choice, with 

experience of consequences will shape 

development

• Teens do not always follow their values 

when it comes to behavior



Keys for Parents

• Maintenance of anxiety: 

– Overprotection, Overcontrol

• Know developmental tasks 

• Approach areas of conflict

• Openly express your fears

• Encourage and listen to your child’s 

fears/frustrations

• Communicate and problem solve

• Set goals and plans



Parental Coaching Style

• Focus on problem solving

• Evaluate the situation realistically

• Focus your child on what they know and 
successes from the past

• Ask “How will you handle this?”

• Give opportunities for practice

• Encourage efforts, no matter how small



Manage parental anxiety….

 Transfer to your child?

 Learn to recognize 

your own triggers

 Self-soothe

 Stick with realities

 Problem solve

 Take care of your own 

needs!



Just when you thought you were done!

Milestones for Adolescence through Emerging 

Adulthood:  Timeline: Late 20’s?

• Accept sexual identity

• Form long term romantic relationships

• Formulate long-term vocational goals

• Complete educational requirements

• Establish financial independence

• Live independently



TASK BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS

Establish emotional independence from parents
Soothes self when confronted with disappointment or challenge; Seeks advice 

appropriately and weighs options; Able to own feeling states and reactions

Develop self-identity Affirmatively describes self in terms of aspirations, interests, abilities and 

skills; Recognizes own limits

Establish behavioral independence from parents Completes tasks on own; Takes initiative; Asserts self to meet needs

Manage money responsibly Spends money in relation to budget and awareness of meeting responsibilities; Makes 

own purchases for food, clothing, and other needs; Manages finances so that 

relaxation/hobbies/interests are pursued with little financial tension

Make and keep long term friendships Engages with others and pursues relationships on own

Control personal self-care Regulates own sleep patterns; Aware of and engages in healthy diet and 

exercise routine; Self-soothes appropriately

Control personal medical/health care Makes regular appointments in timely way (annual physical; mental health 

visits); Seeks health care consultations as needed and in timely way; manages 

medications on own

Engage and accept sexual identity Is engaged in pursuing sexual knowledge and understands own sexual 

identity; Accepts sexual identity

Form romantic relationships Has interest in and pursues romantic partner(s) in a healthy and meaningful 

way

Formulate and engage in long-term vocational goals Able to articulate interests and pursue education or training in areas related to 

the interest; Develops set of skills/abilities to pursue goals

Complete educational requirements Completes compulsory educational requirements of high school or equivalent; 

Seeks further education to pursue goals for career/vocation

Establish financial independence Earns and saves own money

Lives independently Moves away from home (potentially in stages, such as for college or with 

housemates until independent); Establishes own residence and maintains all 

aspects (financial, upkeep) on own



Seeking help

• Younger teens more likely to seek help 

from peers for emotional issues

• Youth with social anxiety and depression 

often use on-line forums

• Adults are more often sought when the issue 

involves authority or gets too hot to handle



Asking for help…..

• Is a healthy and brave action that can lead to 

relief and solutions.

• A way to get support and comfort.

• At times, a life saver.



College Ready?

Assumes full responsibility for self care

Managing age-appropriate developmental tasks

Anticipates next steps 

Effectively problem solves

Healthy reliance on parents

 Increase in proactive behavior

Recognizes when to seek help



Thank you for listening!

www.anxietytreatmentnyc.org


